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Derived From: CFType

Framework: CoreFoundation/CoreFoundation.h

Companion guide Run Loops

Declared in CFRunLoop.h

Overview

A CFRunLoopObserver provides a general means to receive callbacks at different points within a running run
loop. In contrast to sources, which fire when an asynchronous event occurs, and timers, which fire when a
particular time passes, observers fire at special locations within the execution of the run loop, such as before
sources are processed or before the run loop goes to sleep, waiting for an event to occur. Observers can be
either one-time events or repeated every time through the run loop’s loop.

Each run loop observer can be registered in only one run loop at a time, although it can be added to multiple
run loop modes within that run loop.

Functions

CFRunLoopObserverCreate
Creates a CFRunLoopObserver object.

CFRunLoopObserverRef CFRunLoopObserverCreate (
   CFAllocatorRef allocator,
   CFOptionFlags activities,
   Boolean repeats,
   CFIndex order,
   CFRunLoopObserverCallBack callout,
   CFRunLoopObserverContext *context
);

Parameters
allocator

The allocator to use to allocate memory for the new object. Pass NULL or kCFAllocatorDefault
to use the current default allocator.

Overview 5
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activities
Set of flags identifying the activity stages of the run loop during which the observer should be called.
See Run Loop Activities (page 11)for the list of stages. To have the observer called at multiple stages
in the run loop, combine the Run Loop Activities (page 11) values using the bitwise-OR operator.

repeats
A flag identifying whether the observer should be called only once or every time through the run
loop. If repeats is false, the observer is invalidated after it is called once, even if the observer was
scheduled to be called at multiple stages within the run loop.

order
A priority index indicating the order in which run loop observers are processed. When multiple run
loop observers are scheduled in the same activity stage in a given run loop mode, the observers are
processed in increasing order of this parameter. Pass 0 unless there is a reason to do otherwise.

callout
The callback function invoked when the observer runs.

context
A structure holding contextual information for the run loop observer. The function copies the
information out of the structure, so the memory pointed to by context does not need to persist
beyond the function call. Can be NULL if the observer does not need the context’s info pointer to
keep track of state.

Return Value
The new CFRunLoopObserver object. Ownership follows the Create Rule.

Discussion
The run loop observer is not automatically added to a run loop. To add the observer to a run loop, use
CFRunLoopAddObserver. An observer can be registered to only one run loop, although it can be added to
multiple run loop modes within that run loop.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverDoesRepeat
Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a CFRunLoopObserver repeats.

Boolean CFRunLoopObserverDoesRepeat (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to examine.

Return Value
true if observer is processed during every pass through the run loop; false if observer is processed
once and then is invalidated.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.
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Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverGetActivities
Returns the run loop stages during which an observer runs.

CFOptionFlags CFRunLoopObserverGetActivities (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to examine.

Return Value
A bitwise-OR combination of all the run loop stages in which observer is called. See Run Loop Activities (page
11) for the list of stages.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverGetContext
Returns the context information for a CFRunLoopObserver object.

void CFRunLoopObserverGetContext (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer,
   CFRunLoopObserverContext *context
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to examine.

context
Upon return, contains the context information for observer. This is the same information passed to
CFRunLoopObserverCreate (page 5) when creating observer.

Discussion
The context version number for run loop observers is currently 0. Before calling this function, you need to
initialize the version member of context to 0.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h
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CFRunLoopObserverGetOrder
Returns the ordering parameter for a CFRunLoopObserver object.

CFIndex CFRunLoopObserverGetOrder (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to examine.

Return Value
The ordering parameter for observer. When multiple observers are scheduled in the same run loop mode
and stage, this value determines the order (from small to large) in which the observers are called.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverGetTypeID
Returns the type identifier for the CFRunLoopObserver opaque type.

CFTypeID CFRunLoopObserverGetTypeID (
   void
);

Return Value
The type identifier for the CFRunLoopObserver opaque type.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverInvalidate
Invalidates a CFRunLoopObserver object, stopping it from ever firing again.

void CFRunLoopObserverInvalidate (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to invalidate.

Discussion
Once invalidated, observer will never fire and call its callback function again. This function automatically
removes observer from all run loop modes in which it had been added. The memory is not deallocated
unless the run loop held the only reference to observer.
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Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverIsValid
Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a CFRunLoopObserver object is valid and able to fire.

Boolean CFRunLoopObserverIsValid (
   CFRunLoopObserverRef observer
);

Parameters
observer

The run loop observer to examine.

Return Value
true if observer is valid, otherwise false.

Discussion
A nonrepeating observer is automatically invalidated after it is called once.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

Callbacks

CFRunLoopObserverCallBack
Callback invoked when a CFRunLoopObserver object is fired.

typedef void (*CFRunLoopObserverCallBack) (
    CFRunLoopObserverRef observer,
    CFRunLoopActivity activity,
    void *info
);

If you name your function MyCallBack, you would declare it like this:

void MyCallBack (
    CFRunLoopObserverRef observer,
    CFRunLoopActivity activity,
    void *info
);

Callbacks 9
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Parameters
observer

The run loop observer that is firing.

activity
The current activity stage of the run loop.

info
The info member of the CFRunLoopObserverContext (page 10) structure that was used when
creating the run loop observer.

Discussion
You specify this callback when you create the run loop observer with CFRunLoopObserverCreate (page
5).

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

Data Types

CFRunLoopObserverContext
A structure that contains program-defined data and callbacks with which you can configure a
CFRunLoopObserver object’s behavior.

struct CFRunLoopObserverContext {
    CFIndex version;
    void *info;
    CFAllocatorRetainCallBack retain;
    CFAllocatorReleaseCallBack release;
    CFAllocatorCopyDescriptionCallBack copyDescription;
};
typedef struct CFRunLoopObserverContext CFRunLoopObserverContext;

Fields
version

Version number of the structure. Must be 0.

info
An arbitrary pointer to program-defined data, which can be associated with the run loop observer at
creation time. This pointer is passed to all the callbacks defined in the context.

retain
A retain callback for your program-defined info pointer. Can be NULL.

release
A release callback for your program-defined info pointer. Can be NULL.

copyDescription
A copy description callback for your program-defined info pointer. Can be NULL.

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.
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Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

CFRunLoopObserverRef
A reference to a run loop observer object.

typedef struct __CFRunLoopObserver *CFRunLoopObserverRef;

Availability
Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared In
CFRunLoop.h

Constants

Run Loop Activities
Run loop activity stages in which run loop observers can be scheduled.

enum CFRunLoopActivity {
    kCFRunLoopEntry = (1 << 0),
    kCFRunLoopBeforeTimers = (1 << 1),
    kCFRunLoopBeforeSources = (1 << 2),
    kCFRunLoopBeforeWaiting = (1 << 5),
    kCFRunLoopAfterWaiting = (1 << 6),
    kCFRunLoopExit = (1 << 7),
    kCFRunLoopAllActivities = 0x0FFFFFFFU
};
typedef enum CFRunLoopActivity CFRunLoopActivity;

Constants
kCFRunLoopEntry

The entrance of the run loop, before entering the event processing loop. This activity occurs once for
each call to CFRunLoopRun and CFRunLoopRunInMode.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

kCFRunLoopBeforeTimers
Inside the event processing loop before any timers are processed.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

kCFRunLoopBeforeSources
Inside the event processing loop before any sources are processed.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.
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kCFRunLoopBeforeWaiting
Inside the event processing loop before the run loop sleeps, waiting for a source or timer to fire. This
activity does not occur if CFRunLoopRunInMode is called with a timeout of 0 seconds. It also does
not occur in a particular iteration of the event processing loop if a version 0 source fires.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

kCFRunLoopAfterWaiting
Inside the event processing loop after the run loop wakes up, but before processing the event that
woke it up. This activity occurs only if the run loop did in fact go to sleep during the current loop.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

kCFRunLoopExit
The exit of the run loop, after exiting the event processing loop. This activity occurs once for each
call to CFRunLoopRun and CFRunLoopRunInMode.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

kCFRunLoopAllActivities
A combination of all the preceding stages.

Available in Mac OS X v10.0 and later.

Declared in CFRunLoop.h.

Discussion
The run loop stages in which an observer is scheduled are selected when the observer is created with
CFRunLoopObserverCreate (page 5).
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This table describes the changes to CFRunLoopObserver Reference.

NotesDate

Made formatting changes.2006-02-07

Cosmetic changes to conform to documentation guidelines.2005-08-11

First version of this document.2003-01-01
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